BASE Students outshine in NEET exam
Bangalore, August 16, 2016: Once again BASE students have done exceedingly well in
NEET exam 2016, the results of which were announced today. Suraj M from BASE has
secured All India Rank (AIR) 78 by scoring 630 marks out of 720 marks.
(Percentile Score - 99.9). Another BASE student Sanjay M Goudar has secured AIR 123.
Commenting on the achievement, Suraj M said “I am delighted to know that i was
able to achieve a 2 digit rank. I owe it all to my teachers at BASE, my Parents and my
friends, who helped me for the whole of these 2 long years."
Speaking on the occasion, Vallish Herur, Director of BASE said, “It feels great when
our efforts yield positive results. BASE has always been in the forefront in shaping
young minds and helping them achieve greater heights in life. We hope that our
students will keep weaving such success stories and we will continue to make a
difference with the dedicated efforts of our faculty. I extend my hearty congratulations
to all the successful students and wish them success in all their future endeavors”.
About BASE: BASE started functioning in the year 1991 from its present premises in
Basavanagudi in Bangalore. It was started by Dr. H.S. Nagaraja with the intention of
increasing the number of candidates from Karnataka gaining entrance into IITs (Indian
Institute of Technology), NITs (National Institute of Technology) and All India Institute
Of Medical Science (AIIMS). From a modest strength of 4 faculty members and 3
students, BASE has now grown to include 150 teaching faculty and multiple
programmes for students from class 5 to 2nd PU/Class12. BASE has consistently
performed since its inception both in terms of growth and an astounding share in the
number of BASE students gaining entrance into the IITs, NITs & AIIMS.
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